HOW TO INTRODUCE A SPEAKER ACADEMIC WRITING
A good introduction is essential to get a speaker off to a good start. The tendency for Make it easy for them and write it
yourself. You need the.

Why should I care? The audience takes cues from you. What you are trying to do here is to grab the audiences
attention, stop them thinking about the previous presentation or even just to look up from their phone where
they have been checking their email. It should not be all about the introducer. Arrange your notes and adjust
the microphone. Nobody attends an event to listen to the introducer go on and on. One to two minutes should
be enough. Next you need to establish the credibility of the speaker. Identify yourself by name and title, unless
this has already been earlier. To prepare your introduction speech you'll need: the guest speaker's name and, if
they have one, their title. What are they going to get out of it? Let them know that you plan to give them a
script. To do this, you must answer these three core questions: What is the topic? As a general rule, the
audience wants the speaker to succeed, to amuse them, and to make everyone smile, so you must write an
introduction for a speaker that is engaging to prepare the audience for such an important moment. What
introduction blunders drive you crazy? Do not stray into telling the audience what the guest speaker's speech
will cover in detail. The difference between a biography and intro Before you sit down with the speaker and
discuss the introduction details with him or her, you should know the difference between a biography and an
ordinary introduction. Points of event speaker introduction Knowing how to introduce a speaker also means
knowing about his or her speech structure. If you are genuinely positive and enthusiastic, they will be too. An
intro speech should not take more than three minutes or else your audience will lose interest before the speaker
even starts. The answer is prepare, practice and be enthusiastic. You need the boost so that you can show up in
front of that audience with credibility, trust, and likability. Function always drives form. If you seem
disinterested, they will be disinterested. Build a link between the subject and the audience. Keep it brief.

